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What is new in this version: Added support for the newest DRM standard and for more DRM protection on Android. Panther is
an easy to use application designed to help you convert and compress multimedia files. No more format incompatibilities! Just

convert your song your video to the format you want! Featuring a simple and easy to use interface, it can get you started on your
conversion task within a moment. A fast conversion engine and also features a simple UI for newbies and an advanced one for

the pros! Special features include reducing the size of audio without affect the quality much! Also supported presets for
converting videos! Panther Description: What is new in this version: Added support for the newest DRM standard and for more
DRM protection on Android.Here's what people are saying about Vox Media's article "YouTube Doesn't Want Your Sponsors.

It Could Be The End Of Its Channels." This is a great article that says the things we've been saying for months and more
importantly people are listening! I've even heard some PR reps talking to clients about YouTube. The content they want and

need to have...thank you! "Sideswipe" Ryan Jordan Spokesperson Brilliantly explains why channels keep getting shut down and
how the article is a perfect response to what we've been saying for months. "I'm tired of these channels constantly being targeted
and being taken down. We need these channels and we need them here." Hannah Holme Studio Manager Vox Media articles are
essential reading for any digital marketer! We need to get the word out and with this article we're getting more than 300 views

per day. "I'm so glad I can read this, I know I'm not the only one this is happening to. It's an embarrassment, they need to change
it." Daniel Kraus Head of Partnerships And we have a lot of views on this article. People love it! "Thank you for providing a

platform for the channels you are shutting down. We hope that you do this for all the smaller sites that could use a platform to
become a success!" What's amazing is that even though the article was written 5 days ago, the number of views is already

growing. We have a new audience who are interested in our opinion and need to hear it. And here is
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>- Converts multimedia to the format you want (extensions supported for format conversion) >- To convert a video you only
need to pick a destination file and a video >- In case the video is not playable, it will prompt you to add a subtitle >- Audio size
can be selected (Bit rate, CELP, MP3, AAC, AAC-H, AC-3) >- You can also select the quality of audio (16, 24, 32, 44.1, 48,
96, 176, 192, 352, 384) >- You can change audio volume (mute and volume) and mute the audio >- Input device (microphone)
can be specified (in case you need to use a microphone) >- Output device (speakers) can be specified (in case you need to play
it) >- Delay can be specified (in milliseconds) to delay audio by >- Output quality and Samplerate can be specified (for MP3
files) >- Specify bitrate for MP3 output (in kilobits per second) >- Extract audio, video and subtitles from your video files

(optional) >- Specify if you want the video, audio and subtitles to be in the same directory (optional) >- Works with Mac OSX
10.6 and higher >- Also has presets for converting the following file types: - M4V - 3GP - 3G2 - 3GPP - AVI - WAV - OGG -

MP4 - DVD ISOF - ISO - RM - MOV - MP2 - RKAUD - RTPC - MKV - OGM - ISO-BIN - ISO-MPG - EXR - H.264 - MP3 -
GIF - RAW - DDS - DNG - PDF - JPG - BMP - PSD - PCD - TIFF - PNG - FIT - SVG - EXR2 - 3DS - COD - M4A - AAC -

AC3 - AMR - MP3-L2 - AC3-L2 - AAC-L2 - FLAC - AAC-H - AAC-LD - ADPCM - AMR-WB 1d6a3396d6
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Panther is an easy to use application designed to help you convert and compress multimedia files. No more format
incompatibilities! Just convert your song your video to the format you want! Featuring a simple and easy to use interface, it can
get you started on your conversion task within a moment. A fast conversion engine and also features a simple UI for newbies
and an advanced one for the pros! Special features include reducing the size of audio without affect the quality much! Also
supported presets for converting videos! It's also the first program to include the built-in CD/DVD Ripping option! Panther is a
fast, easy-to-use video converter and file compressor. It can easily convert video/audio files, reduce video/audio file size and
convert video file to another video format without quality loss. It is able to compress multiple files together or compress audio
and video file at the same time. The built-in video player with loop/play button makes it much easier to view the converted
video. Panther software has powerful features such as reducing the video/audio file size without quality loss, converting video
file to the AVI, DivX, MPEG1, MPEG2, WMV, ASF, RM, MP4, VOB and many other popular video format. It also includes
the built-in video player with loop/play button to help you quickly view the converted video. Panther is able to convert
video/audio file to DivX and other popular video format, reduce video/audio file size and convert video file to another video
format without quality loss. It is a powerful video conversion tool that will help you get better video quality by compressing your
video with an extremely high compression ratio. Record PC Audio from Computer Speakers or Microphone Audio to MP3
Files with Panther Audio Recorder. Get up to 100% of the volume, and features select MP3 audio compression and audio delay
settings. Easy to Use and Easy to Use Audio Record Software - The Audio Recorder has an easy-to-use interface for novice
users. It's also an ideal audio capture solution for those that want to record multiple audio sources and PCM (PCM) or ADAT
(ADAT) recording modes. Easy-to-Use Audio Player Software - The Audio Player offers a convenient and simple interface that
allows easy navigation of files. It also includes an MP3 WAV player with sound equalization and filter

What's New in the Panther?

What are you waiting for? Convert video to/from almost any format supported by VLC, including AVI, FLV, MPG, MP4,
M4V, MP3, MOD, OGG, WMV, etc. All codecs supported by VLC are included! Features: - Easy to use interface - Very fast
conversion - Convert audio format: MP3, AAC, AC3, WMA, AMR, E-AC3, FLAC, OGG, OGA, WAV - Supported video
format: MP4, AVI, MOV, FLV, XVID, OGM, OGM, OGA, WebM, WEBM, HD, HDA, MP3, MP2 - Supported audio format:
AAC, AC3, E-AC3, FLAC, MP3, MP2, OGG, WAV, WMA - Optional: Audio track removal - Presets for converting video
(AVI, MOV, OGM, OGA) - Very fast compression with speed settings (0-9) - Very slow compression with quality settings (0-9)
- High quality/compression presets with audio trimming included - High quality/compression presets with audio trimming
included - Number of Files - Supports converting between m4v, mp4, mov, wmv, avi, xvid, flv - Supports converting between
the formats vob, wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting
between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports
converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 -
Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2
- Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3,
mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma,
mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav,
wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats
wav, wma, mp3, mp2 - Supports converting between the formats wav, wma, mp3
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System Requirements For Panther:

- CPU: Intel Core i5-3550 @ 2.6 GHz or equivalent AMD CPU - RAM: 8 GB RAM - OS: 64-bit Windows 10, 8, 7, or Vista
(64-bit) - Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 700 or AMD Radeon HD 7900 graphics with 2048 MB or more of dedicated
graphics memory, or Intel® integrated graphics with 256 MB or more of dedicated graphics memory - DirectX: Version 11 -
Hard Drive: 3.5 GB available space -
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